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Early reports indicate the existence of an

agricultural extension service in India in
the thirteenth century.l Today the service

is found in almost any country, but the

intensity of its operation varies even among

the more developed ones. (Expenditure on

advisory work per persotr aetively employ-

ed in agriculture ranged in l5 OECD coun-
tries in 1966 from $0.80 in Greece to $54.18

in the U.S.,.and expenditure on advisory
work as percentage of the gross agncul-

tural product at factor cost ranged from
0.114 in Greece to 1.034 in Norway.2 This
kind of service is newer and the variety is

'This is aconsiderably revised version of Workiog
Paper 6903 of the Center for Agricultural Econom-
ic Research, Rehovot, Israel, I am indebted to
Sara Molcho for drawing my attention to this
subject. I have benefited much from discussions
with A. Elkana and R. Evensou aod eomments
made by E. Berglas and A. Gilshon. The criticisms
of anonymous referees were cotrtructive and help-
ful. fhs rcrn3ining shortcomitrgs are my own. ThiC

work was 6nansed, in part, by a grant from the
United States DepartmeBt of Agriculture under
P.L.480 to the Hebrew University and completcd
during my stay at the Economic Growth Center,

Yale University.

I Dorris D. Brown, Agricttltural Developmcnt

in India's Districts (Cambridge: Harvard Univer-
sity Press, l9'l l), p. 2.

2 Organization for EconomicCooperation and

Development, Agricultwal Advisory Servr'ces, No.
90 of Documentatioa in Agriculture and Food
(Paris: OECD, l96E), p. 73.

probably larger among the developing

countries.
The agricultural extension service is a

system that collects, sorts, and sometimes

even produces knowledge. The knowledge

accumulated by the service is redistributed
to farmers. Like the processing and market-
ing industries which transfer products and

factors from producers to buyers, the ex-

tension sorvice acquires knowledge from
various sources and passes it on, mostly in
a new form, to the producers. The accu-

mulation and distribution of knowledge re-
quires substantial expenditures, diverting
economic resources from other uses, while

the knowledge thus transferred is of cco'
nomic value as it raises productivity.

Although several empirical economic

studies that dealt with extension together

with research or education have been re-
ported (some of them will be cited below),

no comprehensive theoretical framework
has yet emerged. This work is an attempt
to suggest an outline for the economic the-

ory of the extension service.

Some aspects of extension operations

have beeu studied by sociologists. One of
the major lines of these studies is the diffu-
sion-of-innovation approach, connected
particularly with the name of Rogers.s

3 Everctt M. Rogcrs, Ditusion ol huovatbu
(New York: Tbc Frec Prcsg of Glcacog 1962).
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While this approach sheds interesting light
on the dynamics of technical progress in
agriculture, one of the main themes of the
present assay is that the role of extension
is much more complex than the mere im-
portation of better ideas, tools and mater-
ials into the farming sector.a

The public extension service is not the
only channel of agricultural knowledge.
Oral communication, professional litera-
ture, commercial advertising and school-
ing are other, not less important, sources of
information to the farmer. The present

analysis concentrates on the public exteu-
sion system; the other components of the
"farm knowledge industry" will be discuss-

ed only to cover their relations with the
extension service.

The term "extension seryice" covers a

host of possibilities. In India it is a com-
munity-development organization ; in Chile
there are a dozen or so such agencies;5 in
the U.S., and as a result in many other
countries, the service covers 4-H clubs,
home economics and lately even urban-
nutritional education.6 The American serv-

ice is mostly an "extension" of research

and educational institutions. In other

4 Compare to Rogers' statement: The thesis ol
the present report is that the problem ofpersuading
p€asants to adopt innovations can profitably be ap-
proached as a communicatiotr problem. The con-
tent of the message exist. We know rviat is to
be communicated to the peasatrt, bui we do not
know iorv to do so most effectively." @verett M.
Rogers, Joseph R. Ascroft and Hiels G. R.oling,

Difusion of Innovation in Brazil, Nigeria and India,
Diffusion of Innovation Research Report 24 [East
Lansing: Michigan State University, Department
of Comm.nication, 1970], 1-2).

5 Marion R. Brown, "Agricultural 'Extension'
in Chile: A study of Institutional Transplantation,"
The Jouraal of Developing Areas,4 (January, 1970).

6 Keo D. Duft, '"The Team Approach and

Extension Economics," The American loural of
Agricultwal Ecotwmics, 53 (February, 1971).
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countries it is often an agricultural advisory
department in the Ministry of Agriculiure.
The model discussed here is of a single,

centrally administrated, government serv-
ice supplying technical and econornic in-
formation to the farmers. The problems
involved with its administrative structure
and affiliation with the other functions
often undertaken by the service are left to
another occasion. The discussion is on the
economics of extension work; the social,
educational and political issues of this
subject are not dealt with here. A special
effort has beerr made to limit the use of
technical terms and to explain those that
had to be iritroduced. (A technical expo-
sition is relegated to the Appendix). It is
therefore hoped that the analysis will be
comprehensible to readers who are aot
economists.

Knowledge

Since knowledge is the "commodity"
that the extension service distributes, a
proper analysis of the operation of the
service should start with the subject of
knowledge and its place in agriculture"
This brief and somewhat sketchy discus-

sion will follow Arrow, Boulding, Machlup,
Nordhaus, Schultz and Welch.T

7 Kenneth J. Arrow, "Economic Welfare and
the Allocation of Resources for Invention," in
The Rate and Direction of Inventive Activity, ed. by
fuchard R. Nelson (Priocetol: Princeton Uaiver-
sity Press, 1962).

Kenneth E. Boulding, The Inage (Ala Arbor:
The Uaiversity of Michigan Press, 195@.

Fritz Machlup, The Production and Distribution
of Kttowledge in the United ,Srdres (Prhceton:
Princeton Uaiversity Press, 1962).

William D. Nordhaus, Invention, Growth and
Welfare: A Theoretical Treatment of Technological
Chanee (Cambidge: The M. I. T. Press, 1969).

T. W. Schulta Tronsforming Ttaditional Agricul-
trra (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1964).

Finis Welch, "Education in Production " Jozr-
nal of Political Economy, TS (Jaouary, 1970).



The stock of knowledge is, no doubt, a

factor of production - the more of it, the

higher the productivity of the other fac-

tors. This stock grows-additional know-

iedge accumulates through deliberate aod

unintentional investment. Like other stocks

of capital, knowledge is subject to attrition,
deterioration and obsolescence. Part ofthe
knorvledge is simply forgotten, part is lost

through retirement, death or out-migra-

tion. Obsolesceoce occurs to those parts of
the stock of knowledge whose importance

declines or vanidhes with changes in the

methods of Production.
The stock of knowledge is a very partic-

ular form of capital. There is no direct

wear or tear of knowledge through use.

It can and is bought, sold and transferred

from one party to another' Unlike a ma-

chine or a piece ofland, however, the use of
knowledge by one person does not exclude

it from being used by another. The trans-

feror of knowledge may lose his position as

an exculsive owner but not the ability to

continue to make use of the knowledge he

transferred. (In a limited number of cases,

such as patent saies, legal restrictions are

imposed. These are uot, however, restric-

tions on the use ofknowledge as such, but

rather on the lines of activity to which

the knowledge can be Put).
The stock ofknowiedge ofthe individual

is a complex phenomenon. (In his fascinat-

ing analysis, Boulding preferred the image

wirich the individual has of the world to

the narrower term stock of knowledge.)

This stock includes facts (the grass is green)

and consequential inferences (irrigation in-

creases corn yield) and it includes the abil-

ity to analyze new hypothetical situations

aod events. There is a subjective quality

dimension to the components of this stock

- the individual is certain about parts of it
and is more vague abouf '*-&ers-aod ihis

dimension is part of his stock; he knows

that he is uncertain about some aspects of
his knowledge. The stock.of knowledge is

modified by information gathered.from ex-

perience or through the social channels of
communication. Part of this stock is the

mechanism which judges incoming infor-
mation. A messageisjudged as relevant or
unimportant. Depending on its source, in-
tensity and agreement with previous know-
ledge, a message is assessed as a more or a
less arcurate description of the real world.

Messages compatible with previous know-
ledge will substantiate it and increase sub-

jective confidence (decrease uncertainty).

Other messages will operate in the opposite

direction.
Society's stock of knowledge is some

average ofthe individuals'stocks. The fre-

quently used term "frontiers of knowledge"
is uot at all an unambiguous one, but can

serve well to describe the best, most sophis-

ticated and accurate parts of society's teclb

mreal knowledge. In a dynamic and progres-

sive world, the frontiers expand through
research, borrowing, innovation and ex-

perience. Interchange of ideas, schooling,

extension, consultation and common expe-

rience operate to transmit messages among

individuals and close the gaps between the

individual and the social stock (ofrelevant)

knowledge. As the frontiers of knowledge

expand, and since the dissemination of in-
formation is not instantaoeous, most indi-
viduals find themselves constantly modify-
ing and increasing their knowledge but are

always behind the best parts of society's

stock. Being experienced, the individual is

aware of the relative gaps in his knowledge

and uncertain about its accuracy. In a tech-

nically stagnant society, on the other hand,

most messages confirm previous expe'

rience, most knowledge is commonlY

sh*r.rd and confidence in it is high.



Not only is the individual aware of the
content and credibility of the messages he
receives - collects will sometimes be a bet-
ter term - he is also not indifferent to
their form. It is probably almost effortless
to absorb new information in a casual chat;
but such a conversation is a very extensive
mode of communication, loaded with a
substantial "noise" component of personal
opinions. Reading research reports - news
from the frontiers of knowledge-requires
a concentrated intellectual effort, but the
prize is objective observations on up.
to-date problems. As schooling, income
and alternative cost of time rise, individ-
uals seek condensed, trustworthy sources

of information - they may turn to profes-

sional literature, for example.

Knowledge in Agriculture

Much of the new agdcultural knowledge
is created in laboratories and experimental
stations; some of it in the public sector,

the other part in private business. Broadly
speaking, the farmer makes use of tlio
kinds of knowledge- both affecting has

productivity. The first is, in general, not part
ofhis own personal stock ofknowledge but
is embodied in the inputs and capital goods

he employs. This category includes the
engineering knowledge embodied in the
tractor, the genetics in the hybrid seeds and
the chemistry in the fertilizers. The second

class is farming knowledge proper: how to
cultivate a field, to grow corn or to market
the products.

The boundary lines between the classes

ofknowledge are not at all clear cut. There
is a whole spectrum ranging from informa-
tion vital to farming (corn is not planted in
the winter, to take a wlgar example) to
knowledge that has no direct relevance to
farming what-so-ever (the optic of the
microscope in the research station). This is

EO

rc:- :i'i1i,,is:orl between the so-cailed appiied
anci sc,ieatiflc knowledge; purely acaderlic
information to the farmer can be appiied
in the production of farm inputs. The
demarkation lines between the classes are
further blurred by the fact that an impor-
tant component of farming knovrledge is

the ability to choose the right combination
of inputs and outputs, and in this choice
the farmer has to take into account the
economic and technical features of inputs
and capital goods that embody seemingly
irrelevant knowledge.

A very similar, but not always identical,
distinction can be made between.factual
ar,d perceptive knowledge. The first term
applies to knowledge about the observable
fact, such as flowers bloom in the spring,
and the second to theoretical, behind the
scene knowledge (blooming is determined
by length ofday). Factual knowledge may
suffi.ce for operational purposes but it is
perceptive knowledge which is required to
make decisions when confronted with new,
hitherto unexperienced, situations.

In the division between the producer's
stock of knowledge and that embodied in
inputs, agriculture does not differ from
manufacturing or services. In another im-
portant respect agriculture is unique. Agri-
culture, probably much more than any oth-
er line of production, is characterized by
extremely diversified production condi-
tions (soil, climate, topography-to name
the obvious). Moreover, agriculture is a
struggle against nature and in this struggle
nature turns out to be a very flexible fight-
er, reacting often unexpectedly and vigor-
ously to man's innovatioas and upsetting
its balance (new strains of diseases and
insects as a reaction to resistant varieties
and chemicals). As a result, agricultural
knowledge is created in the field - on the
production line - to a much larger extent



ihaii il .:ur.:iui'aciuring. Ol course, agricul-

:rile ai:r l'.lo\e5 tJ\\ard proouction in con-

;rolied environnrents*-eggs are ploduced in

almost factory-like conditions, vegetables

are grown in hot-houses. But crops, fruits

and forages are stili grow! in the open

fields and will continue to be so for some

time to come.

Because of the extremely diversified pro-

duction conditions, the first task of the

agricultural research is the exploration of

these conditions. Historically, one can see

a gteat share of agricultural research as

charting maps of production conditions'

Soil and climatological classifications come

immediately to mind, but varieties and

stock studies are explorations of a similar

general nature' As agricultural science pro-

gressed, borrowing from the other advanc-

ing braoches of science, the explorations

and the mappings became more sophistica-

ted and grew in dimensions' Today much

is known on the production conditions in

agriculture .- for some areas' needless to

say, more than for others - and a great

part of the advanced agricultural research

slowly moves towards exploring and map-

ping "production conditions" in the very

basic areas of production - plant and ani-

mal physiology, the genetic code, the bio-

chemistry of viruses. The knowledge aocu-

mulated here has, in most cases, no specific

locality features.

Innovations, whether they come from

the scientific, mostly publicly fi'nanced, re-

search or from the commercial R & D

laboratories, are conceived and prepared

in research institutions under controlled

environments' It is the knowledge which has

already beea accumulated about the field

that permits direct application of labora-

tory results to the farm, but the ultimate

technological atrd economic test is still in

ihe fie1d aad has stjll to be carried out sep'

arately for dift'erent localities.

Parts of agricultural krowledge are hard-

ly appropriatable, no single individual can

successfully establish ownership of this

knowledge. These parts form cases ofpub'
lic goods which, for maximum efficiency,

should be supplied by the government'

Other parts are more efrciently dealt with

by the private sector. What should be the

area taken by the public research and what

shouid be left to private R & D depends on

the nature of the knowledge and its use on

the farm. It seems that private industry has

a clear advantage over the public sector in

engineering. An interesting example from

the biological fields is that ofthe develop-

ment of hybrids of wheat and maize.s Regu-

larly harvested grains can be used as wheat

seeds for the next seasoa. Thus, once

released by the developer, hybrid varieties

can spread by farmers who will muitiply

their stock, and the developer cannot hope

to cover his cost through the market. Hy-

brid maize seeds, on the other hand, have

to be produced each year anew; the farmer

has to buy them from the producer and he

cannot use last year's grains. It would be

very inefficient to leave the development of
new wheatvarieties to private businesswhile

business handles well the development of
hybrid corn (though usually supported by

supply of new lines from public research)'

Operation of the Extension Service

The extension service employs agricul'

tural experts, most of them with advanced

professional training, and runs special re-

8 For a case study covering this and other as-

pects of the development of com and wheat, see:

Delbert T. Myeren, "The Rockefeller Fouodation

Program in Com and Wheat ia Mexico," ia

Subsistence Agriculture and konomic Devebpmenl,

ed. by Clifton R. Wharton (Chicago: Aldioe' 1969)
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fresher cours€s and retraining progxarns.
On their visits to farms, extension agenr:
witness successful and unsuccessiul produc-
tion techniques. This experience is analyz-
ed by the service and the conclusions are,
in turn, redistributed to the farmers. New
knorvledge is supplied to the service by re-
search instituiions and universities.To some
extent, the service produces knowiedge
through field experiments. That produces
and distributes knowledge in agriculture.
The multitude of the channels of agricul-
tural information is not a mere accident;
rather it is a demonstration of the opera-
tion of the division of labor principle, al-
though probably not always to the maxi-
mum efficiency. Schooling provides concen-
trated, basic knowledge. The outflow of
information from scientific institutioss is
mostly in the form of research reports
which are penetrating but narrow in cover-
age. The extension service (a) transmits raw
research results into forms absorbable by
the farmers; (b) selects the information
relevant to iocality and farming conditions;
(e) feeds back information from the field to
the researcher and producer.

In commercialized agriculture, the trans-
mission of knowledge is also tied-in with
the sale of farm inputs. The seller has to
convince the farmer of the superiority of
his product; it is in his interest the expe-

rience with it will not be disappointing.
He therefore supplies recipes for use along
with his product and often augments them
with personal instruction. Competition for-
ces him to be accurate in his advice. As
(commerciaiization grows the share of pur-
chased inputs to farm income rose in the

9 Finis Welch, "Some Aspects of Strucrural
Change and The Distributional f,ffss1s of Techni-
cal Chaage and Farm Programs," in Benefits and
Burdens of Rural Development (Ames: Iowa State
University Press), Table 9.1.
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U.S., for example. fron.r .320 in l9:,; r,_,

.491 in 1967\,e the sirare of nery kn,-:rvi-
ed_ee supplied through these channcis is
increased.

Thus, private, con.rmercial in[orrnation
is a substilute for the service supplied by
the public extension system; it will bc argu-
ed below that there exists also an element
of complementarity betrveen the two kinds
of information, as between other sources
of information and extension.

The extension service incurs l.arious
kinds ofexpenses. The service pays for the
knowledge it obtains from educational insti-
tutions through rvages and salaries. Connec-
tions with research institutions, retrain-
ing of field workers and similar activities
also have their price tag. The knowledge
collected on the larms is partly a by-prod-
uct ofthe extension and distribution opera-
tions. Processing the accumulated informa-
tion, selecting the correct and important
from tire inaccurate and trivial, and prepar-
ing new knowledge for distribution all
require costly efforts.

This aspect of the operation of the exten-
sion system is generally simple and its
structure can be estimated easily. A well-
organized extension service will keep re-
cords in which one can recognize most oJ
the items mentioned. Estimating the cost of
collecting knowledge on the farms is parti-
cuiarly difficult and this item does not
usually appear separately in the service
accounts.

The cost of the knowledge eollected by
the system varies from source to source.
The system pays the whole cost of know-
ledge produced in the service. If farmers
are willing to cooperate, they, of course,
share the costs. The system pays wages, as

previously mentioned, for the knowledge
acquired by extension workers as students.
The knowledge produced-at cost-in



researlh insiituiicls is obtainable lree: the
only cosl to '.le service is the absorption of
this knoriledge,just as the only cost incur-
red by a houservife receiving free gooCs is
the cost ol going to the market.

Tke Conlribution of Extension Seryice

The contribution ofthe extension service
on the farnr is multi-dimensional. It iacreas-
es the farmer's awareness olnew factors anrl
products, deepens his understanding of agri
cultural proeesses and techniques, guides

in the application of new methods, and
assists in riraking decisions and ehoices. In
terms of the previous discussion, the ser-
vice adds to the farmer's stock of know-
ledge antl increases his judgement ability
and his eonfidence in his knowledge. The
rise in the farmer's krrowledge and under-
standing increases the farm's productivity
both in terms of a higher product from a
given set of inputs and in terms of a better
allocation oi inputs and outputs.lo

Farmers in a dynamic agriculture are

aware of their relative position behind the
frontiers of knowledge and are uncertain
about parts of their knowledge. They will,
therefore, actively seek information and
will hedge against subjective uncertainty
(postpone the use of new seeds, for example,

or over-apply chemicals), thus paying a
premium io terms of actual outlay or in-

10 Welch, in "Education ia Production," stress-

ed the "allocative effect" ofschooling and exten-

sion, arguing that production functioB estimates of
the contribution of these factors are biased down-
wards siace they ioclude oniy what he termed the

"worker's effect," namely, the contribution of
schooling and extensioo, holdiag all otherin puts

coDstant.
For an example of production function esti-

mates see: Zvi Griliches, "Research Expenditures,

Education, and the Aggregate Agricultural Produc-
tioa Function," Americaa Economic Review, 54

(December, 1964).

cnme i:regone (not to be confused with
premium agaiost objective risks, for exam-
ple weather).

Knowledge diffuses. The information
brought bythe extension agentwill reach the
farmer through other channels with a delay
of days or months (or perhaps years in a
less progressive agriculture). Considering a
single bit of information such as an inno-
vation, the contribution of the extension
service is in the advancement of benefits
frorn this information item by a certain
period of time. In a dynamic, progressive
agricrrlture with constantly expanding fron-
tiers of knowledge, extension puts the farm-
er in a (rnoving) position closer to the
frontiers. A steady state may evolve in
which the contribution of the extension
service will be the constant difference in
productivity breught by its operation.

Knowledge being a stock, the effect of
extension is to increase the rate ofits accu-
mulation. If a steady state develops - with
a constant rate of extension and a steadily
improved position of the farmer - the
contribution of the service can be measur-
ed in flow (annuat) terms of increased
productivity against the (annuai) cost of
the flow of services, Otherwise, particularly
with the introduction of the service to new
areas, the contribution has to be assessed

from the time piofile of productivity in-
creases due to the extension operadon,ll

The extension service operates on a large
number of farms in the agricuiturai sector
and its influence reaches many of the pro-
ducers who are not directly reached. If the
system were to operate on only a few
farms, its effect would be to raise the

1l For an example of an estimate of research
and extension contribution in stock terms, see:
Wiilis L. Peterson, "Returtr to Poultry Research in
the Udted States," Journal of Farm Economics,
{.9 (August, 1967).
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productivity of those farms; the additional
small quantities supplied to the markets will
not affect prices. However, as the service

operates through the whole sector, the
quantities reaching the markets increase

substantially or, more exactly, the supply
of agricultural products increases. This
causes a fall in prices.

its distribution. There is, however, one
additional welfare aspect of extension
work: extension can (it not alway does)
reduce income inequalities within the agri-
cultural sector by spreading the best meth-
ods thrbughout the whole sector.

The Demand for Extension Service
When yields are increased, the farmer's

income rises; but when the overall supply -- 
It is convenient to view the operation of

of agricurtural pr"dr."';;;;;:rd;] extension as being conducted in a market

duction in prices .". ;;;-;.';t; for this service' In this market the supply

even reduce farmers,i";;;. ilt;.;: is determined bv the extension service and,

ductivity increases .#;;';;;;r more generallv' bv the public agenices fin-

producrion - u ur"rrroe-rlot-|1,i ;;; 
ancing it' while the demand is a function of

view of the narional ;;;;;d.;il- the willingness and desire on the part of

tional werfar" ,t"*moJlioJ';;-;;; l::*t:t to abso^rb new knowledge through

product is divided u"*-.* t,t.";;;;; thts channel ot'communication'

and the consumers of agricultural products. ., -'0" "*"otion 
service passes on informa-

The latter rec.ir. turg* q-;il;;;;.; I:" 
to the agricultural producers bv visits'

prices, the former, io"r.l]J"tn"i. ;;;;. bv issuing pamphlets' bv radio broadcasts

However, it might n"no., - ",iH;iE lffil::I T:il;Jo;:,:H:H,L".:1X
not only in theory - thlt the farmers' in- to spend time talking to the field worker,
comes will even decline' 

'n.tl."- 
cases, not fistening to the radio, reading the instruc-

only are the fruits of the additional know- a:-
redge shared uy .oo,u*.*-uoi-;;;;;;;;, :ffi'J:-.:T-J;r-"ffi1f;T:"Ir,:,,:i:::
but the new knowledge will cause a redis- quires..unlearning,,probablyalsodemands

*:::#I"ffi ::xil;T,.,'--,'fi lilx*,:,;;i"J:$::L:tr*'JJ,Tt*I
ferently: hadthepricesofagriculturalprod- 

the farmer beneflts from the service only if
ucts not been affected at all,^the only ones he contributes to the general pool, some-
to gain would have been the farmers; since dmes without seeing any direct or immed_
prices decline, there is a process.of redistrib- iate benefit. The lower the cost, in terms of
ution of income. A graphical analysis of effort and time of absorbing knowledge,
these points is given in the Appendix. the more inclined the farmer will be to

From this, one would conclude that it acquire new knowledge.
may not be in the interest of the farm sec-

tor ro expand the crea tio"n il *#ffi; .,.#,"Tfl:31":",:t'J ;:jffii,?}:ili :l:of knowledge. In some cases, this sector
may even want to limit it. Such suggestions 12 Willard Vy'. Cochrane, "Some Further Reflec-

have been made particularly in the United tiom on Supplv Control," Joumal of Farm Econo-

States and with respect to re^search.12 In 'fi,#.S."fi:t::#j3..u".rro.r,.,roward
many respects, the arguments for rortract- aa optimum Rate of Technologicai Change,,,
ing the creation of knowledge aplir: .:.lso to Journal of Farm Economics,46 @ecember, 1964).
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inforn.ration it distributes - the messages

it transmits-is trustworthy. An addition-
al aspect of the quality is the amount of
information that the service can transmit
per action - the intensity of the message'

Roughly speaking, it is the amount the far-

mer receives per hour's visit by an extens-

ion worker, per five minutes of .viewing

television, etc,

The higher the quality of the extension

service, the higher the demand for it. How-

ever, the demand also dePends on the

farmer himself. A well-schooled and know-

ledgeable farmer may find that only seldom

the information in the extension service

pamphlets is new and that there is little to
learn from fieldworkers. The time of such a

farmer is also usually more expensive than

that of his less knowledgeable colleagues;

therefore, he may view an extension organi-

zation as supplying a low quality service at

high cost, while his colleagues judge the

service more favorably. Thus, the greater

the knowledge of the farmer, the less his

demand for the service - unless the quali-

ty is improved. In other words, to keep the

demand for its service, the extensioD sys-

tem has to up-grade its service-probably
througb better extension personnel - as

the knowledge of the farmers increases.l3

Perhaps the most important factor in the

demand for extension service is the rate

of expansion of agricultural knowledge.

The higher this rate is, the faster the change

wiil be in the enviroument in which the

farmer operates and the more he realizes

his need for help in aquiring knowledge

and assisting in the interpretation of the

messages which he receives. Ordinarily, the

better-schooled and knowledgeable farm-

13 This is anunidirectional argumetrt. Thesoci-
ologist, it seems, will argue both ways in saying

that exteDsiol is more effective when agents are

peers ol farme:s"

ers are also the most dynamic; this factor

sometimes outweighs the negative effect

that schooling has on the demaad for ex-

tension. The contribution of the extension

service should be viewed, at least partly, as

an investment since it raises productivity

in future periods. From the point of view

of the receiving farmer, this is an invest-

ment in his own human capital. It follows,

and experience verifies, that younger farm'
ers will show a greater demand for extens-

ion and new knowledge than will their el-

der neighbors.

The reductron in pricesdue to higherpro-

ductivity in the agricultural sector affects

most of those farmers who lag behind in
acquiring new knowledge and in increasing

the efficiency of their operations. To reduce

the harm to his income, such a farmer must

then acquire the new knowledge, improv-

ing his relative position while contributing

to a still further reduction in prices. Since

an individual farmer has a negligible effect

on the market, ignoring new knowledge

means immediate and sometimes severe

harm. One should not expect that farmers

will voluntarily reduce their demand for

aew knowledge.

Cooperation of the Producer with the Ex-

tension Service

Farmers' experiencc is an important
source of information to the extension sys-

tem. The knowledge created within the ser-

vice is usually created in cooperation with

farmers who allow and participate in ex-

periments made on their land. There are

two reasons why a farmer would attempt to
limit the amount of information that he

supplies to the service: (a) cooperation may

be costly aad bothersome; (b) by supplying
information he worsens his relative posi'

tion in the industry. On the other hand, the
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supplier ofknowledge acquires social sta-
tus, something for which people are gener-
ally willing to forego income. There is, of
course, also an understanding of the prin-
ciple of cooperation. Often the farmer sells
his information in exchange for a visit by
the field worker.

Things are very different in the industrial
sector where the number of producers is
substantially smaller and the weight of the
individual producer is much larger. A great
part of the knowledge is specific to the
industrial producer, and he avoids cooper-
ation so as not to contribute to the strength
of his competitors. One often hears of the
spirit of cooperation in the rural commu-
nity. This, together with the fact that pub-
Iic agencies often favor'agriculture, may
perhaps be accepted as an explanation for
the prevalence of extension in agriculture
and its absence in manufacturing. yet, the
economic factors which inibit cooperation
may dominate all other reasons for the
present industrial distribution of extension
activities.

The Creation of Knowledge and the Connec-
tion with the Research System

The extension service does not onlydis-
tribute knowledge but also contributes to
its creation (l5l of the advisory service
personnel in the United Kingdom are en-
gaged in research;l4 in Israel the extension
agent will usually spend one day a week
cooducting fieid trials on farms). This raises
the question of the optimum allocation of
efforts between creation and transmission
of kaowledge and of the division of labor
between the extension and research organi-
zations.

The creation of knowledge is a costly
operation, but it increases the field work-

14 OECD, Agricalfiral Advisory Services, p.79,
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er's comprehension of the problems he
faces, his status and his satisfaction with
his job. The extension service is closer to
the field, to its diversity of conditions and
everyday problems, than is the research
institution. The cooperation of the farmers
:,:ables immediate experimentation to
tackle minor but important problems
without the necessity for comprehensive
research programs as may be the case in
research institutions.

The research organization, on the other
hand, is better equipped with instruments
and knowledge. It is also likely that the
knowledge from this system is more reliable
than that created on the farm, which may
be biased by speciflc local conditions.

While the service meets the fuil cost of
knowledge created in the extension system,
the knowledge it receives from the research
organization is free. This may be one of the
reasons for conflict between the two or-
ganizatioos.

Moreover, the research organizations
are part of the international system pro-
ducing and distributing knowledge which
has developed its own standards, accord-
ing to which the work of a researcher is
judged by his contribution to the knowledge
of the profession, mostly via publication
in international journals. This method,
being operated by human beings, is not
perfect but there is no better indication of
the scientific value of a man's work. Hence,
promotion in research organizations is
generally based on the amount and quality
of published work. This situation creates a
genuine conflict of interest between the ex-
tension worker, looking for answers to pro-
blems raised iu the field today and some-
times not recognilaglfug potential long-run
contribution of moro basic research, and
the research worker trying to make scienti-
fic discoveries which may seem to be rather



remote from practical agriculture. This

conflict is only intensified if both receive

their salary from the same public coffers.ls

In fact, it seems that there are kinds of
knowledge in whose creation the extension

service holds a relative advantage and oth-

ers in which the superiority of the research

organization is unchallenged. The difficul-

ties lie, as usual in the no-man's land where

neither system has an obvious advantage.

Perhaps charging the extension service for
knowledge that it now receives free from

the research organizations will smooth re-

lations between the two organizations.

Government agencies purchase knowledge

from engineering and academic institutions

and there is to a priori reason why such an

arrangemeot should not be successful in

agriculture.

Eficiency of ;he $)stem as a Public Service

Efficiency has many aspects. The manage-

ment of the extension system will mostly

be bothered by the technical aspects of effi-

eiency : optimal size of extension work for-

ce, optimal spatial distribution, aliocation

ofefforts and funds between advice, exper-

imenting and collection of information,

model farm and demonstration against

visits to farms, etc. Though administrative-
ly not simple at all, these questions will be

pu! aside. Another set of issues is directly

connected to the public nature of extension'

It was pointed out above that much of the

knowledge in agriculture should (for maxi-

mal efrciency) be treated as a public good.

A separate question is whether the service

distributing this knowledge should also be

a "public good."
It is not necessary that extension be

15 See for example: R. J. Hildreth, "Tensions

Betweetr Research and Extension Workers -
Three Hypotheses," Joumal of Farm Economics, 47

August, 1%r.

public and run by the government. It could
conceivably be a private, profit-motivated

organization collecting payments from the

receivers ofthe service. The profits ofsuch
an enterprise will be maximized wheri the

marginal revenue gained by employing an

additional field worker equals the marginal

cost entailed in his eraployment. The exten-

sion organization will collect payment only

from the farmers who are in direct contact

with the service, in spite of the fact that tho

new knowledge spreads to others too. Prob-

lems of social justice and distribution aside,

a private profit-oriented organization will
be too small from the point of view of
economic effciency; its size will be deter-

mined by the revenue it can collect while

the benefits of its operation will be greater

than indicated by this criterion to the ex-

tent that knowledge diffuses to farmers not

in direct contact with the service'

The question of private against public

organization is strongly connected with the

issue of the optimal scale in the extension

service. It is not necessary for the service

to be a single economic and administrative

unit, and alarge scale of operation has its

shortcomings. The extension service could

operate in a manner similar to rural medi-

cine or veterinary services, which are usu-

ally run by individuals and not by large

organizations.
The question is whether the scale econo-

mies outweigh the dis-economies' The

strongest argument for a large-scale organi-

zation is the importance of practical expe-

rience in ever creating, testing and modify-

ing the stock of knowledge in agriculture'

The extension service operates here as a

clearing house. Practical experience is most

important in the biological aspects of the

agricultural knowledge. It may be optimal

to have a large-scale public extension

organization that will concentrate mostly
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on the biological aspects of agricultural
production along with private advisory
firms speglrlizing in engineering.

A separate issue is that ofthe burden of
finance in the service. Because the benefici-
aries ofextension cannot always be identil_
fied, collecting payments from the receivers
of the advice will limit the effectiveness of
the service by reducing farmers, demand,
on the one hand, and their willingness to
share their knowledge with their neighbors,
on the other.

A public service could also be financed
by taxes levied on the farm sector as a
whole in a manner unrelated to the amount
of service received by the farmer. The level
of the tax can be determineed so that it will
be exactly sufficient to cover the cost of a
service of optimum size. However, to the
extent that the main beneficiaries from the
new knowledge are the consumers and not
the farmers (apart from their role as con-
sumers), it does not seem just to require
that the farmers alone should shouldei the
burden of the service.

Development

Having discussed various aspects of the
operation of the agricultural extension
service with only incidental references to
the stages of development of the agricul-
tural sector, it will now be worthwhile to
recapitulate the previous analysis in a dis-
cussion focused on the changing role ofthe
extension service as development proceeds.

In a traditional agriculture with a
stagnant technology, the farmer, though
mostly illiterate, is well acquainted with
the production conditions in his environ_
ment. Generations accumulated knowledge
through experience and observatioo. uod
transferred this knowledge in an oral, estab-
Iished tradition. Uncertainty with respect
to this knowledge is very low; the range
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of alternative inputs or outputs to choose
from is limited and decision-making is
simple. Farming is mostly of a subsistence
level and commerciaiization is virtually
nil.

-So 
long as farming stays within the range

ofthe traditional sets ofinputs and outputs,
extension has little to offer. There is no
need to transfer knowledge from one farmer
to another; the stock of knowledge is well
spread and commonly shared. The farmer
has a good factual and operational knowl-
edge of farming but his real understand_
ing is almost nil - his ,,theoretical" 

basis
is superficial or utterly wrong. The farmer
has however no use for better, scientific
knowledge. What difference will it make
to him if he knew how the plant roots
absorb minerals or how the cow's four
stomachs digest cellulose ? An extension
service trying to spread this kind of infor-
mation in a traditional setting is likely to
be met with polite indifference at best.

The picture changes drastically the
moment new inputs appear. Equipped with
no perceptive knowledge, ignorant about
the biological, chemical or physical nature
of the agricultural production processes,
the farmer is at a total loss when he has to
make decisions about factorswith which he
has no prior experience. He cannot predict
the outcomes, in hypothetical cases, of the
introduction of these new factors. As great
as his confidence in the traditional knowl_
edge may be, his uncertainty with respect
to the new knowledge is enormous. Once
the new factors start spreading, the farmer
recognizes strongly the need for advice and
assistance in decision-making. This rise in
the demand for extension is further aug-
mented by the fact that most agricultural
innovations come, at the early stages of
development, in "packages,'-a new vari-
ety, for example, will often be profitable to



adopt only if accompanied by the use of
chemical fertilizers or irrigation. The con-

tribution of a trained extension agent,

capable of applying knowledge from out-
side of traditional agriculture, then be-

comes very important.
Moreover, new factors of production are

conceived in the laboratory or introduced
into traditional agriculture from the out-
side. Agricultural production conditions
are variabie; factors which perform excel-

Iently in one fashion in one place fail alto-
gether or require a different mode of appli-
cation in another.'The source for another

aspect of the contribution of an extension

service lies in accompanying the introduc-
tion of new faetors, carefully observing

outcomes and constantly spreading know-
ledge accumulated in experience.

Usually, the development of the agricul-
tural sector is accompanied by develop-

ment of agricultural institutions, and -
what is relevant for this discussion - of
an agricultural research organization. This
introduces another aspect for the contri-
bution of extension service in several ways :

(a) transmitting knowledge from the re-

search personnel to the farmers; (b) bring-
ing feedback from the field to the research-

er; (c) dividing the labor-undertaking
the more simple field trial, experiments and

follow-ups by the extension personnel, leav-

ing for the researchers the more basic and

sophisticated inquiries.
The introduction of new inputs into

traditional agriculture implies the start of
commercialization. It is in the interest of
private business that farmers' awareness of
the existence of modern knowledge will be

aroused and that their understanding of
how to apply these methods on their land

be developed. It is, therefore, in the inter-

est of private business, so it seems, to go to

areas of traditioaal agriculture and to un-

dertake all the research, extension and edu-
cation needed to modemize this sector with
its future potential purchasing power. But
this knowledge is not appropriatable.
Much of the fruits of the effort of an enter-
prizing businessman will be harvested by
his competitors. Here lies the justification

for a publicly financed extension service at
the early stages of development.

Perhaps the most important role of an

extension service at the early stages of
development is to ignite the development

engine and to regulate its first phases of
work through the introduction and careful

assistance in the adoption of new factors.

(Of course, a precondition for success is

the availability of such factors). When

development becomes a self-sustained pro-

cess, when new generations of schooled,

outward looking and change-oriented

farmers take over, and when purchased

imputs grow in numbers and quantities,

business flnds it profitable to 4dvertise and

to promote its products - that is, to spread

knowledge on new inputs. The extension

service can now assist farmers, and in the

iong-run business too, by testing and assess-

ing competing brands. Competition and

the watching eyes of the extension service

- sometimes with the help of regulatory

agencies - will then force business to be

more elaborate and accurate in specifying

its products. At the same time, the share of
the extension service in the information
flow into the farming sector declines.

One conclusion of this dijcussion is clear;
for the extension service to successfully

fulfill its functions, it must grow in know-

ledge and capacity to tackle problems as

the agricultural sector develops. This is

not easy at all. First, farmers grow fast in

schooling, specialization and sophistica-

tion. Second, the public extensiou agent is

often in an iaferior position compared
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with the exp€rt representing the producer
of farm inputs. The last has access to the
inside information of the developmeot and
production of the products, and chances
are that initially he will know more about
the chemical, physical and biological prop.
erties ofa new product thau the extension
agent. With the short length of life of
many of the products, this is a long last-
ing disadvantage of the public agent.

The question, therefore, arises as to
whether, at the advanced stages ofdevelop-
ment, public extension's contribution does
not fade away and vanish altogether. The
answer sould be given on empirical groun-

ds. A priori, the service should continue
to operate so long as there exists a stock of
knowledge whose distribution could be
regarded as a public good. A precondition
for its existence in a dynamic agriculture is
a highly skilled, specialized and sophisti-
cated personnel equipped with technical
facilities to perform rapid and accurate
testing and with access to the best research
results. Whether these coaditions exist in
any of the developed countries and whether
the contribution of extension then out-
weighs the cost is an interesting and im-
portant question to which no answer has
yet been given.

APPENDrx

The distribution of the efect of additiortl krcwledge

o

beo

afn

abef -cdef -
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hg
total surplus, consumers' plus produc-
ers', before the distribution of know-
ledge;
total surplus after the distribution of
kaowledge;
surplus added by kaowledge;
surplus added to consumers;

surpius added to producers (may be
negative);
transfer of income from farm to con-
sumer sector;
additioo to consum€r surplus due to
increase ia efficiency.
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